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Just behind The Hague's sandy beaches under the
dunes lie dozens of Nazi bunkers built during
World War II which the Dutch are now dusting off

to attract tourists and to help heal lingering scars.
Once buried under heaps of sand and rubble, this
network of bunkers and tunnels is a remnant of
Hitler's "Atlantikwall", a coastal defense stretching
5,000 kilometers (3,125 miles) from northern Norway
to southern France. The Hague in particular was seen
as a strategic point to be heavily fortified, and the
German Nazi dictator ordered the Atlantic Wall
defences to be built in 1942 seeking to keep an Allied
invasion of Europe at bay.

More than 870 bunkers of different shapes and
sizes were constructed of reinforced concrete. Today
around 470 of them can still be found in the Dutch
capital 's dunes and forests,  said Jacques
Hogendoorn, a volunteer at the Atlantikwall Museum
based in the seaside suburb of Scheveningen. "Some
have been opened to the public, others are used as a
shelter for bats during wintertime," Hogendoorn told
AFP.

"Some bunkers are still being discovered," added
Guido Blaauw, a businessman who has bought a
bunker at the Clingendael estate where Austrian Nazi
boss Arthur Seyss-Inquart-later executed for war
crimes-once had his own massive underground shel-
ter. After the war, shortages led to the bunkers being
plundered for materials such as wire and wood until
the angry Dutch sealed them off.  Since 2008,

Hogendoorn and his foundation, with the agreement
of local authorities, have carefully restored one 10-
room bunker complex in the Scheveningen woods.

Here visitors can experience the damp, cool claus-
trophobic atmosphere where generators constantly
ran in the past to ventilate the underground maze. It
is a step back in time with vestiges of an old tele-
phone system and signs that say in German: 'Beware,
the enemy is listening'.

'Buried it underground' 
But the bunkers are a dark reminder of the bitter

German occupation of The Netherlands between
1940-45, said Deirdre Schoemaker, spokeswoman of
the European Atlantikwall Heritage Foundation. More
than 100,000 Hague residents were forcibly removed
to make space for the Atlantikwall, which saw thou-
sands of homes, seven schools, three churches and
two hospitals flattened. The bunkers were often built
using Dutch slave labor and with the collaboration of
Dutch companies hoping to profit from the war.

No wonder that when The Hague was finally liber-
ated in early May 1945, its residents buried the
bunkers under sand and rubble to put the war
behind them. "We have a Dutch expression... which
literally means 'buried it  under the ground',"
Schoemaker told AFP. "That was really the case after
the war and for many years, for decades you saw that.
It was a painful history," she said. "People just did not
talk about it." 

'Bunker Day' 
For decades the bunkers mostly lay dormant, an

intriguing playground for local children, while others
were used by the Dutch government as high-security
command posts during the Cold War. Slowly however
in the last decade people's views have changed,
Schoemaker said. "There's more and more openness.
People are becoming more comfortable about talking
about them, even with German tourists," she said.
Growing curiosity combined with an understanding
of their historic significance led to The Hague's first
official "Bunker Day" in 2014. "It's German history, not
the best history, but history you have to see in order
for it not to happen again," said German tourist
Sebastian Frank, 31, a geriatric nurse from Dresden.

The annual June event has now grown to incorpo-
rate bunker visits along the entire Dutch coast as well
as Belgium for the first time this year, Schoemaker
said. "There is huge interest. At our latest Bunker Day
we had more than 10,000 visitors and each of them
visited at least three to four bunkers," she said, at an
entrance price of six euros ($6.8) for adults and three
euros for children.

'Brings back memories' 
For many Dutch people who lived through the

war, a visit to the bunkers may be the first time they
can confront an often repressed past and it "brings
back the memories," said Schoemaker. "I think it can
be very therapeutic ... It's often a part of their histo-

ry that's been hidden inside them. In this way they
can let it out and put it behind them." Bunker owner
Blaauw added that  "elderly people who witnessed
the war and had problems with the bunkers right
after the war are now more interested in them." But
still many hesitate to be reminded of that time as
the "war has defined their whole lives up until
today," he said. — AFP
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Visitor touring bunkers built during the Nazi occupation of the Netherlands in The Hague on June 18, 2017. Visitor touring bunkers built during the Nazi occupation of The Netherlands in The Hague. — AFP photos

Girl  Scouts from tiny Daisies to teen
Ambassadors may earn 23 new badges
focused on science, technology, engineer-

ing and math. It's the largest addition of new
badges in a decade for Girl Scouts of the USA. The
effort takes a progressive approach to STEM and
also nudges girls to become citizen scientists using
the great outdoors as their laboratory. Among the
new badges are those that introduce kindergarten
and first graders to the world of robots and engi-
neering. Scouts can learn basic programming and
build prototypes to solve everyday problems. Older
scouts will have the chance to enhance those skills,
learning more about artificial intelligence, algo-
rithms and how to formally present their work.

Other new badges focus on race car and avia-
tion design using kits from GoldieBlox, a girl-
focused toy company. The "leave no trace"
approach to interacting with the environment and
the study of meteorology by learning to predict
weather patterns and potential hazards are among
activities geared to new outdoors badges. Cayla
Hicks, 7, is grateful. She's a Baltimore Brownie who's
interested in the "Designing Robots" badge. "I want
to be a scientist. I like building things and I like dis-
covering things. Me and my brother - well, I usually
ask my brother if he wants to look through my tele-
scope. Usually he says no," Cayla said as she recent-
ly demonstrated how to make a "robotic arm" out
of sticks and fasteners.

Baby boomer Sylvia Acevedo, the CEO of the
scouting group, was just like Cayla as a girl growing
up in tiny Las Cruces, New Mexico. "My troop leader
looked at me and saw me looking at the stars, and
she taught me that there were constellations, she
taught me there were systems and patterns to the

stars," Acevedo said in a recent interview. "Because I
got my science badge I developed that courage
and that confidence to study science and math at a
time when girls like me weren't studying science
and math. Girls like me, statistically, weren't even
finishing high school." Acevedo was one of the first
Hispanic students, male or female, to earn a gradu-
ate engineering degree from Stanford University.
The former tech executive's first job was as a rocket
scientist at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
California.

Vulnerable to a crisis
The new badges , some of which were request-

ed by scouts themselves in a survey, are available
starting this week. Next year, another initiative will
allow Girl Scouts to earn "Cybersecurity" badges.

One study cited by the scouts showed women
remain vastly underrepresented in that industry,
holding 11 percent of such jobs globally. Another
study, done by the Computing Technology Industry
Association, found that 69 percent of women who
have not pursued careers in information technolo-
gy attribute their choice to not knowing what
opportunities are available to them.

As for STEM overall, Acevedo said, a lot of girls
remain vulnerable to a crisis of confidence in pur-
suing education and careers in those fields. "A lot of
girls haven't made that shift from using technology
to, 'You can actually be a programmer,'" she said.
"That you're the one who can make that coding.
For a lot of girls, they need to have that hands-on
experience so they feel confident." The scouts,
which are 1.8 million strong in the US, has offered
such opportunities in the past but consider the
new badges and related programming a major
push. "It's really all about how do we capture that
interest in science and technology," Acevedo said.
"The other thing is the girls are learning not just
how to do a specific skill but also how to think, how
to think like an inventor, how to think like a creator,
how to think like a maker. Those are the types of
things that we want to ignite in the girls."

Jennifer Allenbach, the scouting group's vice
president for "girl experience," oversaw develop-
ment of the new badges. Exposing girls to STEM by
second grade is crucial in motivating them to con-
tinue, she said. As for the outdoors, the strategy is
to move girls forward to dig deeper into such
issues as conservation. "Girls had a say in this," she
said. "We reached out and asked what they were
interested in and this is it." — AP

Robots, race cars and weather: 
Girl Scouts offer new badges

'It's really all about how do we capture that interest in science and technology'

A Girl Scout badge for learning how to program a robot is seen beneath a sam-
ple of new badges focused on science, technology, engineering and math in
Owings Mills, Md. — AP photos

Sylvia Acevedo, right, CEO of the Girl Scouts of the USA, assists a member of the Girl
Scouts of Central Maryland as she builds a simple robotic arm during an introduction to
the world of robotics in Owings Mills, Md.

In this photo, Cayla Hicks, 7, a member of the
Girl Scouts of Central Maryland, creates a simple
robotic arm out of wooden sticks, fasteners and
rope during an activity introducing the world of
robotics in Owings Mills, Md.

Members of the Girl Scouts of Central Maryland use various materials to build simple
robotic arms as they participate in an activity introducing them to the world of robotics
in Owings Mills, Md.

Members of the Girl Scouts of Central Maryland watch as Girl Scout badges are
manufactured during a tour of the Lion Brothers factory in Owings Mills, Md.

Badges are seen on the vest of a member of the Girl Scouts of Central Maryland
as Girl Scouts participate in an activity introducing them to the world of robot-
ics in Owings Mills, Md.


